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Wireless Broadband 
Secure LTE, 4G, and 5G Access - Speeds from 5 Mbps to 100 Mbps+

Why Choose 
Wireless Broadband?

Only minimal equipment and 
wiring is required.

It allows for 100% coverage of 
locations.

Supplies affordable backup 
to existing primary wireline 
services.

Supports multiple users per site.

Coverage can include LTE, 4G, 
and 5G.

Available in a multi-carrier eSIM 
configuration.

Affordable pricing plans 
depending on your business 
needs: pooled, non-pooled, and 
failover plans.

Secure Access at Broadband Speeds
Wireless Broadband delivers high-speed Internet service through a wireless 
wide area network (Wireless WAN). The fully managed and secure service 
requires minimal equipment and wiring. Fusion Connect provides all the 
necessary equipment with your Wireless Broadband service. This solution 
can also be combined with our Managed WiFi solution.

Also Available with a Multi-carrier eSIM.
Experience seamless connectivity with a multi-carrier eSIM Wireless 
Broadband solution, which automatically connects to the strongest carrier 
network available at any given time. Enjoy continuous connectivity at an 
affordable price point.

Remote & Redundant Access
Wireless Broadband doesn’t use the same last-mile local loop facilities as 
terrestrial broadband access services do. This way it can provide complete 
redundancy. 

It’s also perfect for branch offices, retail stores or restaurants, or locations 
that do not have access to dedicated fiber or cable. Wireless Broadband 
gives your employees access to the Internet and your corporate VPN at 
broadband speeds.

Quick Connectivity
Use Fusion Connect Wireless Broadband as a temporary access method 
while you wait for your circuit to be delivered.

It takes a fraction of the time to configure and install compared to traditional 
wireline connections. This makes it easy to setup and use at single short-
term events, like conferences or festivals, where other internet access 
options don’t make sense.
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Visit www.fusionconnect.com to learn more.

Or, contact a Fusion Connect Business 
Consultant today at 888-301-1721.

Wireless Broadband

Additional Services Complimenting 
Wireless Broadband

SD-WAN

WiFi Access 

Broadband Internet 

Managed Failover Solutions
Subscribe to Fusion Connect Wireless Managed Failover Service and increase 
the availability service level agreement (SLA) for your Fusion Connect primary 
connectivity solution.

Fusion Connect deploys all the necessary equipment and sets up the service, 
then manages and monitors the network to ensure it’s working for you.

https://www.youtube.com/@fusion-connect
https://twitter.com/fusionconnectsm
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fusionconnect
https://www.facebook.com/fusionconnect/
https://www.fusionconnect.com/services/connectivity/sd-wan
https://www.fusionconnect.com/services/connectivity/wireless-access
https://www.fusionconnect.com/services/connectivity/broadband-internet

